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To realize high efficiencies at low costs, ECN has developed the nPasha solar cell concept. The n-Pasha cell concept is a bifacial
solar cell concept on n-Cz base material, with which average
efficiencies of above 20% have been demonstrated. In this paper
recent developments at ECN to improve the cost of ownership
(lower Euro/Wp) of the n-Pasha cell concept are discussed. Two
main drivers for the manufacturing costs of n-type solar cells are
addressed:
the n-type Cz silicon material and the silver
consumption. We show that a large resistivity range between 2 and
8 cm can be tolerated for high cell efficiency, and that the costs
due to the silver metallization can be significantly reduced while
increasing the solar cell efficiency. Combining the improved
efficiency and cost reduction makes the n-Pasha cell concept a
very cost effective solution to manufacture high efficient solar
cells and modules.

Industrial n-type solar cells
The International Technology Roadmap for Photovoltaics [1] predicts n-type monocrystalline material to reach ~30% of the mono-crystalline Si solar module market in
2015.
Compared to p-type material, n-type Cz material is known for its stable high lifetimes
due to the absence of light induced degradation [2,3] and its higher tolerance for the most
common metallic impurities like iron [4]. These higher lifetimes are subsequently
reflected in higher efficiencies. And indeed, the highest efficiency crystalline Si modules
currently on the market are based on the Sunpower® MaxeonTM technology [5] which
uses n-type Cz material. Applying this technology Sunpower fabricates interdigitated
back contact (IBC) solar cells with efficiencies of over 24% that enable module
efficiencies above 20% [6]. Since the p-n junction is located at the rear of the cell, the
IBC cell must be fabricated on Si wafers with a long minority carrier diffusion length in
order for all the carriers to reach the emitter. Excellent front surface passivation is
required as well. To enable these highest efficiencies, the production costs of these high
efficiency cells are quite high due to the use of many complicated processing steps [7].
At ECN Solar, our aim is to develop high efficient, low-cost and robust solar cell and
module concepts that can be easily adopted by industry. In 2010 we introduced our ntype Cz-silicon solar cell concept “n-Pasha” (Passivated all sides H-pattern) to the market
together with the companies Tempress and Yingli [8]. In 2011, efficiencies of over 19%
were reached with this cell concept, both at ECN and at Yingli. In 2012, the research and
development on n-Pasha has continued, resulting in solar cell efficiencies of 20% at
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reducced costs peer watt-peak
k [9]. In thiss paper we asses severaal aspects of the 20% nnPashaa cell conceept which arre importantt for the furrther industrrialization. T
These are thhe
stabillity of the 20%
2
n-Pashaa process ov
ver various llarge batchees of n-Cz m
material and a
wide range of basse resistivity
y, and reduceed costs for m
metallizationn.
The n-Pasha
n
solaar cell
To
T be able to reach high efficiencies,
e
we use a biffacial cell deesign on 6 innch n-type C
Cz
materrial. Figure 1 shows the basic config
guration of oour n-Pasha ssolar cell. Thhe cell has aan
open rear side, making
m
it suiitable in prin
nciple for biifacial appliccations. Wheen these cells
are pu
ut into a bifaacial modulee light can bee collected ffrom the fronnt as well as from the reaar
addin
ng to the effficiency gaain. Both fro
ont- and reaar side featture H-grid metallizatioon
patterrns. Yingli’ss PANDA cells develop
ped in collabboration withh ECN and Tempress arre
based
d on this stru
ucture as welll.

Figu
ure 1. Cross section of th
he ECN n-paasha cell. Yinngli’s PAND
DA cells are based on
this structure.
s
p
The
T main pro
ocessing feaatures of the n-Pasha celll are:
n-Pasha cell processing.
 Textu
ured front sid
de
 BBr3 diffused
d
emiitter on the front
f
 Low doped
d
POCl3 BSF on thee rear [9]
 SiNx coating
c
at bo
oth front and
d rear for (annti) reflectivee purpose
 Stenciiled front sid
de metal grid
d + screen prrint busbar [[9]
 Screen
n print H-paatterned metaallization at tthe rear
Seeveral publiications in 2012 descriibe the stepps that werre taken to increase thhe
efficiiency of n-P
Pasha solar cells up to 20% [9,100]. By reduccing metal ccoverage annd
impro
oving the qu
uality of the front side metallization,
m
, tuning the bback surfacee field dopinng
and improving
i
th
he front and
d rear surfacce passivatioon, we havee been able to obtain aan
averaage efficienccy of 20%, with
w top efficciencies of 220.2% on hiigh quality nn-Cz materiaal.
The IV
I data for th
hese n-Pashaa cells are sh
hown in tablle I.
TABL
LE I: Averagee and best celll IV characterristics for n-P
Pasha cells fabbricated on higgh quality n-C
Cz
materiial
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Average
Best cell

Isc [A]
9.38
9.40

Jsc [mA/cm2]
39.23
39.33

Voc [V]
0.652
0.653

FF [%]
78.3
78.8

Eta [%]
20.04
20.23

Stability of the n-Pasha process.
To implement any solar cell concept into the industry, the processing needs to be
stable within and between large batches of wafers, i.e both reproducibility and
repeatability need to be demonstrated. Recently we have improved the front and rear side
passivation of the n-Pasha cell, which has stabilized the n-Pasha processing such that the
variation in Voc and efficiency was drastically reduced. To assess the stability of the nPasha cell process, 2 large batches of wafers were processed at ECN. These batches
consisted of material from two different industrial suppliers. The base resistivity ranged
from 3 and 5.5 cm, measured after a high temperature step to annihilate the thermal
donors in the material. Material A had a lower material quality which was visible in a
lower bulk lifetime and subsequently in lower efficiency results.
In table II the results for both batches of wafers are shown, including the standard
deviation of the cell parameters. Especially for material B, high efficiencies were
obtained. More importantly, for both materials the variation in cell parameters, especially
the Isc and Voc, was very small. Average efficiencies of 19.5% (material A) and 19.7%
(material B) were obtained, with top efficiencies of 19.8 and 19.9%. The variation is
indicated by the standard deviation, and is only 0.13% for the efficiency for both
materials.
TABLE II: Processing of large batches
Voc [V]
Isc [A]
Material A
0.649
252 cells 9.25
0.652
Best cell 9.30
0.002
Std dev 0.02
Material B
0.650
107 cells 9.25
0.653
Best cell 9.31
0.002
Std dev 0.02

FF [%]

Eta [%]

77.4
78.7
0.03

19.5
19.8
0.13

78.0
78.7
0.04

19.7
19.9
0.13

The distribution of the efficiency of the two batches is also shown in Figure 2.
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Figurre 2: Efficien
ncy distributtion of >300
0 n-pasha ceells fabricateed on 2 diffeerent types oof
base n-Cz materials.

Efficiency dependence on baase material.
One
O of the faactors that makes
m
some solar cell m
manufacturerss reluctant to start n-typpe
cell processing
p
iss the large raange of resisstivity in n-C
Cz ingots [111]. This is duue to the higgh
segreegation coeffficient of phosphorous in the C
Cz crystal ggrowth proccess. Typicaal
resisttivity rangess for n-Cz material
m
are from
f
0.5-2 
cm at the taail up to 8-110 or even 112
cm at the seed of the ingot. The base resistivity vvariation is eexpected to influence thhe
cell parameters:
p
higher valu
ues for Isc and lower FFs are exxpected for higher basse
resisttivity [12].
To
o check the dependency
d
of our n-Passha cell conccept on basee resistivity, we fabricateed
cells out of n-Czz material frrom differen
nt parts of oone ingot. Thhe base resiistivity varieed
betweeen 2.5 and 10 cm. Th
he results aree shown in Figure 3 and 4.

Figurre 3: Averag
ge Voc and Isc
n of base dooping of the n-Cz materrial. The erroor
s as function
bars indicate
i
the variation (m
max-min) within the IV rresults. The solid lines aare PC1D fitts
using
g fixed valuees for all paraameters exceept the base resistivity.
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Figurre 4: Averag
ge FF as funcction of the base
b
resistiviity of the n-C
Cz material.
Ass expected, the
t values fo
or Isc increasse for higherr base resistiivity (and thuus lower basse
dopin
ng) due to lo
ower recomb
bination lossses. At the saame time thhe values forr Voc decreasse
slighttly for high
her base resiistivity. Thee values forr Voc and Issc have beenn fitted usinng
PC1D
D. The sam
me high bulk
k lifetime has been asssumed for aall cases, whhile the basse
resisttivity Rbase has
h been chaanged from 2 to 10 cm
m. All other pparameters w
were kept thhe
same. As can be seen in figurre 3 Voc and Isc can be fittted quite weell.
he FF decreeases for hiigher base resistivity,
r
ssee Figure 44. Howeverr, up to basse
Th
resisttivity of 8 cm,

the vaalues remain
n high. Thee slight dropp in FF up to 8 cm is
comp
pensated by the increasee in Isc, whicch results in a stable andd high averaage efficienccy
of 19
9.8% betweeen 2 and 8 cm. On
nly at the hhighest basee resistivity used in this
experriment (10 cm),

the FF
F drop is sev
vere which liimits the effficiency to arround 19.6%
%.
Modeeling indicattes that impllementation of an improvved rear mettal grid desiign with morre
but sm
maller fingeers will increease the fill factor and thhus the efficciency for thhe whole basse
resisttivity range of
o 2 to 10 cm.
Th
he results ab
bove show that
t
using th
he n-Pasha ccell concept high efficieencies can bbe
obtain
ned on n-Czz material with
w a large resistivity
r
vaariation. This proves thaat the n-Pashha
cell concept
c
is an
n excellent ro
oute to high efficiency inndustrial sollar cells from
m n-type basse
materrial.

Silver reduction
Reducing
R
thee Ag consu
umption haas been a ddriving forcce to improove the cost
effecttiveness of the
t n-Pasha solar cells. In Figure 5,, the silver cconsumptionn on the fronnt
and rear
r
side of n-Pasha cellls, relative to
t that of 20011, is show
wn. Average consumptioon
for a standard p--type solar cell
c is also shown.
s
For the front side of n-Pasha, the silveer
consu
umption hass been reducced in 2012 by almost 440% relative by 1): adoopting stenccil
print [9,10] whicch enables th
hinner fingerrs without looss in fill facctor, and by 2): replacinng
s
bu
usbar paste by an imp
proved busbbar paste [13]. Both cchanges alsso
the standard
contrributed to an
n efficiency gain of around 0.5% aabsolute. Forr the rear siide, the silveer
reducction that waas realized in
i 2012 is even
e
more ddrastic. Thinnner fingers and again aan
impro
oved silver paste
p
[14] en
nabled a silv
ver reductionn of 70% witthout any effficiency loss.
Our goal
g
for 201
13 is to decrrease the Ag
g consumptiion even furrther to onlyy 50% of thhe
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origin
nal consump
ption on thee front, and to only 25 % on the rrear by furthher paste annd
patterrn optimization.

Figurre 5: Relativ
ve silver reeduction forr front and rear metalliization for n-Pasha, annd
comp
parison to av
verage usage of silver on
n p-type cellss

Figurre 6: Silver consumption
n per cell peer output poower (watt-ppeak) for n-P
Pasha cells iin
2011 (19% efficiency), n-Paasha cells in
n 2012 (20%
% efficiencyy) and n-Passha cells witth
targett Ag reduction for 2013 (shown for both
b
20% annd 21% efficciency). All are compareed
to p-ttype cells wiith average 18.5%
1
efficieency.
Fo
or solar cell manufacturees, the total silver consuumption per ooutput poweer (watt-peakk)
is verry importantt for their co
ost of ownerrship calculaations. This parameter ccan be seen iin
Figurre 6. The firrst two columns show the
t silver coonsumption oof n-Pasha ccells made iin
2011 with 19% average
a
efficciency and of
o n-Pasha c ells made inn 2012 with 20% averagge
efficiiency. In 2013, the silveer consumptiion will be rreduced furthher as is shoown in Figurre
5, and
d of course we
w also aim to improve the
t efficienccy up to valuues of 21%. Therefore thhe
silverr consumptio
on target in 2013 is calcculated for bboth 20% annd 21% efficciency. In thhe
last column,
c
valu
ues for a typiical p-type Cz
C solar cell with averagge efficiency of 18.5% arre
show
wn. The figurres show that the silverr consumptioon per watt--peak of n-P
Pasha cells is
comp
parable to p-ttype cells in
n 2012, and will
w be lowerr in 2013.

Summary
S
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In 2012 we have been able to reduce the silver consumption of n-Pasha cells
drastically by 40% on the front and 70% on the rear. Furthermore we have shown that a
wide resistivity range (2-8 cm) does not limit the cell efficiency for n-Pasha solar cells,
and that large batches of cells can be processed with only a small variation in IV results.
In combination with the increased cell efficiency of 20% makes this the n-Pasha cell
concept a very cost effective solution to manufacture high efficient solar cells and
modules.
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